ONE SMALL STEP FOR MAN AND A “QUANTUM LEAP” FOR MANKIND!

MANY ARE CALLED BUT FEW ARE CHOSEN!

“QLA’S $50 BILLION MAN”

Morpheus said in THE MATRIX: He is the one!

Constantine Costa Gratsos, President Onassis Group – lifetime confidant of Aristotle Onassis and Dan’s mentor said:

"...one of the shrewdest to come along in a long time."

THE UNVARNISHED TRUTH OF WHAT CAN OCCUR WITH QLA - READ ONLY IF YOU DARE!

This is written exclusively for those that want to submit themselves to the greatest QLA challenge and opportunity to go from being merely ok, where you are now, to creating real wealth!

20 YEARS OF QLA ACCOMPLISHMENT

I find in incumbent to begin by using a quote from a long term QLA Hall of Famer, that created 10 figures from scratch: Dan you say what others only dare to think, because you know what other people think and say about you is their problem – not yours! The extraordinary thing about coaching and mentoring, is every now and again you really make a massive difference in someone’s life who then makes a geometric difference in many more lives! WTF! And it does not get any better than that no matter what you do!

USP – UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION

IN 1993 I SAID, I WAS THE ONLY SUCCESS COACH WHO HAD TAKEN $820 AND TURNED IT TO ABOUT $450 MILLION! AND IF YOU COULD FIND ANYONE THAT HAD DONE SIMILAR I WOULD RESIGN AS A COACH AND I WOULD TAKE THE WHISTLE BLOWER (LOL) AND HIS FAMILY, FIRST CLASS TO THE PERSONS SEMINAR - STAYING AT A RITZ CARLTON! AND I WOULD AT THIS SEMINAR, RETIRE FROM THE INDUSTRY IMMEDIATELY! IN 20 YEARS NO 1 HAS CHALLENGED ME! MY OFFER STILL STANDS AND I HAVE HAD A FEW OTHER OFFERS SINCE 1993, WITH NO CHALLENGES!

SINCE 1993 A FEW LUMINARIES HAVE MADE A LOT OF MONEY AND A FEW WEALTHY PEOPLE HAVE GOT INTO THE COACHING ARENA! TRUMP AND WELSH HAVE ENTERED THE TEACHING ARENA AND ARE BOTH BILLIONAIRES! AND ROBBINS HAS MADE A LOT OF MONEY, SINCE 93! (MORE ABOUT THEM LATER.) I CONGRATULATE ALL OF THEM, BUT THEY HAVE NOT DONE WHAT I DID, OR MORE RECENTLY HAVE ACCOMPLISHED - $50 BILLION CREATED THROUGH MY MENTEES AND DEVOTEES STRUCTORED AND MONITORED PROGRAM, NON INTERNET RELATED!
I have waited years to expose the things I say below, because in most part you (hopefully not you because you read my newsletters), have been so enamoured with the rubbish many of the PD and Success Industry gurus put out, you would be so biased, my sage comments would fall on deaf ears! But commensurate with QLA and its Mentees and Devotees creating $50 Billion in equity/value, I find no better time than now! And though I have said this information since 1993 at my various seminars, I had never written it for histories sake! And it is impossible, even to the biggest naysayers, to ignore the extraordinary fact! $50 Billion is impossible to not take notice of, even in the internet world, though almost none of it (about $200 million) came from internet gains! So here goes! And praise the Lord and pass the ammunition!

ONCE UPON A TIME, THERE WAS AN OUT OF WORK PUBLIC COMPANY FOUNDER, CHAIRMAN, CEO WHO WANTED TO CHANGE LIVES

Yes! Who would thought of it? LOL! Of course I didn’t think of $50 Billion when I started, but I did want to change the Personal Development (PD) and Success Business Industry, as it was called back in 1993! At the time I thought naively, there was a BIG thirst for the truth on how a regular person could advance their BIG dreams to reality! Of course I was wrong, because I grossly underestimated even with my $450 million credentials, with many other bells and whistles, almost all people ONLY wanted success conditionally! And only if it worked into their current 9 – 5 lives, 5 days a week, etc! And what was even more astonishing to find out, people only made change if 1 of 2 conditions existed: INSPIRATION, or DESPERATION! Because not withstanding all the BS about change and change agents, etc, no 1 really wanted change, if it took them out of their little comfort zones (CZ)! So part and parcel of the above, I also underestimated that people would disregard the message, if the messenger was unpalatable to their sensitivities – and this was certainly news to me based on my experience! And I make no excuse, but my rough and tough Dad, the Army, my experience at Bear Stearns and my success in the tough cowboy like oil business taught me – ONLY RESULTS FROM THE TOUGH MINDED, THICK SKINNED, HARD TALKING MEANT ANYTHING! HENCE, MY LIFE LONG PRAISE THE LORD AND PASS THE AMMUNITION ATTITUDE!

Hence, another QLA precept: Never underestimate how wrong you can be!

In 1993, I use to start my QLA Seminars with: IF YOU WANT TO HUNT WITH THE BIG FUCKING DOGS AND PEE IN THE TALL GRASS – YOU MUST GET OFF THE PORCH! Needless to say this was considered bizarre, at best! LOL! What I did not know at the time – MOST WOULD RATHER SIT ON THE PORCH AND LICK THEIR BALLS (LIKE DOGS DO), RATHER THAN GET OUT OF THEIR COMFORT ZONES! WTF! And times have marginally shifted, for the worse, in my opinion and I will explain later! Bottom line: The world has so many more gadgets, free time along with a serious attitude shift towards being entitled associated with less work! So instead of having more time to work towards goals, etc, most use the extra time to do less, rather than achieve more!

So being naïve at the time (and it is hard to believe I was ever naïve about anything), I merely soldiered on and said unashamedly – COME WITH ME AND WE CAN CHANGE THE PD SUCCESS WORLD! WTF! And like many things in my life, if I had known how bloody hard it was going to be, I might of not even started! LOL! But I had my eureka moment, while attending a well-attended marketing seminar (as part of my due diligence reference the industry and more about it later) at LAX in February 1993! (Of course in those days, as many as 50%, or more of the attendees were there on special deals and many did not pay anything, plus most working the seminars were volunteering their time to be close to the gurus! LOL! But I not knowing, thought hell, 400+ attendees paying about $5000, which i paid, for 3 days looked like especially easy money and a way to reach masses and make a few bucks doing it! And was I geometrically wrong! WTF!) But the good news, I almost instantly came up with the brand name, after I saw a few hundred people, including the various speakers were not able to string more than a few words together in a cogent manner – ergo, I knew with my formidable experience, I had a QUANTUM LEAP ADVANTAGE OR QLA – over the masses in speech, talent, vast deal making and self-esteem! Of course the QLA idea has developed over the years and continues to morph with time and un comparable success! And we see and hear Quantum Leap used in many places now, from advertising, management consulting, finance, travel, PD and the Success Business!
Notwithstanding the above experience at LAX, unlike most, I spent many months going and listening to virtually all the best names in the industry at the time! So I spent many $3,000 and $5,000 tickets, all over the USA, attending seminars! And all I saw was my initial impression validated, over and over again, across America! I wish I could say I learned something about being a high performance person, but I didn’t! What I did learn was how to put asses on seminar seats and potentially partner up with others to use their data bases – which I never did! Virtually every place I went, they were astonished! LOL! Bottom line - they only understood the filling seminar seats and selling products model! And strangely enough, they sold product, often from the back of the seminar hall like a circus, which I found unbelievable! At the time I said I had created more revenue personally, as an entrepreneur, than the entire industry had done since Napoleon Hill! Of course I was poking fun at the time, but I now believe I was not far wrong! LOL! And if I was wrong on the revenue side, I was certainly correct on the creating equity end! Because other than Ted Nicholas at the time, I could not find anyone who made any real money and he did in advertising before he became a marketing and copy writing guru! Now since then Tony Robbins has generated large sums of revenue and wealth and more about that later!

So at that time, only 1 young man, Ante Perkov, believed in me enough to join by band of renowned – which with him and I, was a grand total of 2 people! LOL! He went to work for me for zero compensation for a year, travelling all over the USA assisting me giving QLA seminars and attending many meetings, where I saw him develop the QLA focus and mind set! He was my Man Friday and was in his early 20’s! And now is an extremely successful guy in Southern California! And I will always be appreciative of his efforts and he was my very first QLA Mentee! And in many respects, I admire him more than the many others that took much less risk to follow QLA years later! So we ventured off like Don Quixote of La Mancha and his side kick Sancho Panza! I still recall with great fondness the first QLA Seminars we gave across the USA, with only the 2 of us! And we believed, as Chairman Mao Tse-tung said: Greater motivation could defeat superior forces! And we did Ante! We kicked their asses! And many thanks for your loyal support!

At the time the industry, certainly did not give me a chance of succeeding when I started 20 years ago! Many of the top names in the industry told me categorically, I was wasting my time! One PD super star of that time (and now) even made fun of the guy teaching in the castle, suggesting it was not mine! (And I could write an entire eBook showing where other PD/SUCCESS coaches live, but you can look at a link that shows 21 super successful people and how they live here: http://www.danpena.com/blog/houses/ . (Please forgive me because it is so easy to poke fun at the industry, save a very few people, that I have been part of the last 20 years! But there are a number of stand-up gals/guys in it, who now live in nice houses and make serious money, or so I am told! LOL!)

In addition, the 2 leading marketing gurus, at the time (both still around), told me face to face: when we all grow up- we want to be where you are now (back then) – based on: my turning $820 into $450 million success story; Castle; matching his/hers Rolls Royce’s; hand made AC Cobra; Bentley extended limo; British Morgan Motor Car; 3.65 acre estate overlooking Pacific Ocean; etc! They went on to say - Dan in case you have not figured it out yet – except for a couple guys, we are all pretty broke (living from seminar to seminar) and it is extremely hard to make money trying to help these mostly loser wannabes! One of these 2 gurus could not even look the wannabes in the eyes anymore and was only making about $500k to $600k yearly! Plus, another high profile corporate success guru (arguably the biggest), told an audience of about 4000, where I was also a speaker, his goal was to achieve an annual revenue of $10 million soon! Hell, I could not believe, 1 of his best clients was IBM! WTF! At the time, it made no sense to me, how IBM would retain a guy who had not generated even $10 million yearly in gross revenue and only had a couple dozen employees – no matter how fucking smart he was! WTF! Of course now I know only too well, why big corporations would rather have someone like this, or a major consulting company, that would not ruffle feathers than me! And he was the epitome of political correctness and apparently a very nice guy, with multiple degrees from great institutions of higher learning! Of course this was a much easier sell to the corporate world than someone who had made a great deal of money from scratch, buying and selling many companies, dealt with many governments, including the Vatican, lived in a castle and might say FUCK!

And believe me, I suffered from this with more than 1 giant international corporation for many years! Even now, I scare the shit out of most big companies! LOL! And I still know, I am smarter and more experienced than 99.9% of all the corporate guys I have ever pitched
a deal to and still lost the engagement! Or as a Vice Chairman of a Fortune 500 company told me many years ago – YOU SCARE AND FREIGHTENED MOST YOU DEAL WITH BASED ON YOUR PERCEIVED SUCCESS, MANNER AND SELF CONFIDENCE! And I didn’t get the job from him either!

Ironically, although I worked very closely with several large corporate organizations executives, QLA materials were only used once (that I am aware of) with training and it was used as a motivational tool! And it was 1 of the largest financial institutions in the world (currently # 3), in the late 90’s! and this only after a Senior VP attended the QLA Castle Seminar, to check me and the QLA material out! And the truth be known, I still believe the SVP attended to ascertain if the castle was for real! LOL! To this day I could never intellectually understand why world renowned organizations executives would allow me into their deep inner sanctums, but not allow me to go face to face with the lesser beings of their corporate fiefdoms! Notwithstanding I was frequently told, I was significantly more experienced, articulate and financially adept than the direct reports they had available! WTF! Of course, with a little not so intuitive thought process, we all know why! LOL!

All this is validation that conventional wisdom is almost always wrong, on many fronts and I don’t see it changing anytime soon with all the political correct horse shit that goes on now! And corporate luminaries like Jack Welsh of GE fame and Ken Langone (who I know personally), founder of The Home Depot, have said the same for decades! Of course, the PD/SUCCESS Industry could not get their heads around, I really wanted to show the wannabes how to create wealth beyond their dreams – JUST LIKE I DID! WTF! AND EVEN THE CORPORATE WORLD WAS INTIMIDATED IN MOST CASES, BECAUSE THEY WERE AFRAID QLA WOULD INSTILL DESERTION AMONGST THE EMPLOYEES! SO THE QUESTION STILL REMAINS - WHY WOULD ANYONE USE THESE LESS EXPERIENCED COACHES THEN, OR NOW? OF COURSE, WE KNOW ON THE CORPORATE SIDE, THEY ARE MORE INTERESTED IN COVERING THEIR ASSES WITH A SAFE BET! AND THE MAIN REASON ALL THE OTHER PD AND SUCCESS COACHES GET CORPORATE GIGS, IS THEY TELL THEIR STORIES IN A POLITICALLY CORRECT MANNER AND DON’T ROCK THE BOAT! WHEREAS, I DON’T! AND I MIGHT SAY, FUCK YOU – STRONG MESSAGE TO FOLLOW! LOL! NOTWITHSTANDING ALL THIS, I NEVER GAVE IN TO SOFTEN THE QLA MESSAGE TO THIS DAY! More about this later! But I have thought, if I had needed the money back then or even in the last 10 years, I might of changed! LOL! But knowing me as I do – I know I would not of changed, because it would of changed the message! SO FUCK YOU! LOL!

QLA INSIGHT: SO WHEN I AM 100 YEARS OLD (80 FOR YOU) AND LOOK BACK ON THINGS I REGRET FOR NOT DOING, WHICH WILL BE A VERY SHORT LIST, IT WILL NOT INCLUDE NOT SOFTENING MY QLA MESSAGE! WHAT WILL YOU REGRET FOR NOT DOING? RISKS NOT TAKEN? WILL YOU GO OUT ON YOUR BELLY, KNEES OR STANDING TALL?

In this regard, I received an email in recent days, which reflects what I am alluding to and possible regrets a person might have as they run out of runway! Though this excerpt actually calls it truthfully – most don’t have the balls to say they have no balls, though they know it categorically! Most cover their inadequacies up with jargon that is popular at the time, or mere platitudes. But based on my high performance in 6 decades, no balls is mostly masked by procrastination, of one sort or another!

Here is how the mentee put it:

So….the reality is I am too comfy and don’t have the ball to take both feet off the shore. It’s really that simple.

And here is a kid who came back to me about the same time to see if I could possibly help him, after 12 years! He is now 45 in a worse position than he was at 32! Though he has made a few bucks, he knows the massive amounts he has left on the table (and remember regrets I hammer on about). WTF! And what makes it worse, I told him 3 things that would happen in 2002 and all 3 occurred! (I was just as smart 12 years ago than I am now! LOL!) He like the guy above took the easy way out and both are suffering the consequences of their actions, or lack thereof and poor choices! And he said:

The issue for me is whether I’m up for it or not!
And as I answered him in my response – it appears he is not up to it, but he doesn’t call a spade a spade by saying he has no balls! Otherwise they are in the same boat or rut! And a rut is a grave with the ends knocked out! But don’t misunderstand me – both guys are in the same point in life, but the 1st example better understands the crisis than the 2nd example, probably because he is a lot older! They both have cushy jobs and don’t want to take any risk at this juncture in their lives, though the 1st guy took risk many years ago and got knock to the ground and then took refuge in a large safe company! But they also share speaking rhetoric reference making changes! But talk is very cheap and they can merely buy a PD book to make themselves feel better!

I could share many other stories where the mentee/devotee took the easier road! The much more travelled road in life, instead of the much less travelled or frequented road! In almost all cases most will take the safe choice! And they always have rhetoric to justify their less courageous decisions to obtain the softer landing, etc! And again that is OK, till they get to the end of their runway and they are facing the easier paths they have taken in life! Or in other words, when they face their REGRETS!

WHY WRITE THIS NOW DAN?

WELL SINCE I AM ABOUT 2/3 THROUGH MY MOST ACTIVE YEARS, I WANT TO GO ON THE RECORD NOW, AS OPPOSED TO WHAT TILL I AM 100, LOL! I KNOW THIS EBOOK WILL PROBABLY MAKE MANY UNHAPPY, BUT I DO NOT CARE! I FEEL MUCH MORE RESPONSIBLE TO SAY WHAT I KNOW TO BE TRUE, IRRESPECTIVE OF WHAT OTHER INDUSTRY PUNDITS MAY THINK OF ME! WHAT CAN THEY POSSIBLE DO TO ME? SLANDER IS NOT SLANDER IF IT IS TRUE! AND IF ANYONE CAN PROVE ME WRONG – PLEASE FUCKING DO SO! AFTER ALL YOU ALL KNOW WHERE I LIVE! LOL!

I HAVE WANTED TO HAVE THIS CLEANSING EXERCISE FOR MANY YEARS, BUT I WAITED TILL THE RESULTS WERE UNDISPUTABLE IN TERMS OF LONGGIVITY AND YEARS OF STAYING POWER! THE FACT IS SOME HIGHER PROFILE PEOPLE ARE EMBARRASSED TO ADMIT THEY GOT HELP FROM DAN PENA AND QLA! OR THEY NOW DOWN PLAY, WHAT QLA AND DAN PENA HAD TO DO WITH THEIR SUCCESS! OR SOME JUST DON’T HAVE THE BALLS TO SAY A GUY THAT SAYS FUCK AND DIDN’T GO TO A PROPER SCHOOL (AND IS PROUD OF IT), WAS OF QUANTUM ASSISTANCE TO THEIR CAREER RISES, OR MASSIVE INCREASE IN THEIR NET WORTHS! OF COURSE THAT IS THEIR CHOICE AND I RESPECT IT, EVEN THOUGH I DON’T AGREE! WHEREAS, I GIVE A LOT OF CREDIT FOR MY SUCCESS TO MANY OTHERS, AS EVIDENCED BY THE HALL OF INFLUENCERS (INCLUDING MY MENTORS) AT GUTHRIE CASTLE! BECAUSE THE HIGHER YOUR SELF ESTEEM THE MORE CREDIT YOU GIVE TO OTHERS! AND EVEN THOUGH I HAVE COUNTLESS SUCCESSFUL MENTEES AND DEVOTEES, MANY STILL LACK THE SELF ESTEEM TO BE ALL THEY CAN BE! AND I FEEL BAD ABOUT THAT, BUT THERE IS NOT MUCH I CAN DO TO RECTIFY A LIFE TIME OF LOWER SELF ESTEEM!

GOOD GUYS IN PD & SUCCESS INDUSTRY

Some might say what I write is self-serving vies a vies my overwhelming success in getting you guys across the goal line, but my record speaks for itself and there is NOBODY that compares to my numbers reference value and equity created, MOSTLY FROM SCRATCH! Money is not all there is in the world – but it is the only thing anyone keeps absolute statistics and track of and this has been the case since THE PHARROS, where they kept track of gold and the size of pyramids, etc! But before I go into my dissertation below, I want to say there are many honest caring individuals that have helped countless people over many years! One of my favorites of all time was the late Zig Ziegler! Another is the marketing genius Ted Nicholas, who I was in business with in the late 90’s! And last but not least, perhaps the greatest coach of all time – Coach John Wooden of UCLA basketball fame, who I was privileged to meet in the 90’s! Zig was a phenom for decades in the PD industry, as has Nicholas been in marketing! And Coach Wooden’s individual
extraordinary championship track record may stand forever! Hell the next school, U. of Kentucky has 8 championships, including all who ever coached there, compared to Wooden at 10, all by himself!

**QLA TIP:** When you have high benchmarks and expectations great things can happen! How high are yours?

The main difference between Zig and myself is he helped the masses get their lives straight through his motivational endeavours and I focused on a very small group of people that wanted to create wealth from zero (because they had nothing like I did), or create equity, so they could have their dreams come to reality – **who were willing to make big sacrifices – which is a very small universe as I discovered!** While the main difference between Ted and myself, is he focused on marketing through the written word and I certainly didn’t! Of course my graphic language (from time to time, LOL) is hard to take by many and I say things even if it hurts, because I believe only through the total truth can you grow and learn! But I speak, ALWAYS the absolute truth that we all have experienced and do so the same way in front of kids, women, Priests and Nuns! Because in coaching like in life, I have learned there is never a good or easy time to give bad, hard, or tough news! Though I can talk in a political correct manner, if pressed to do so, or if I ascertain a special situation dictates it! In this regard, when I met PM Thatcher, The Queen of England, Presidents Nixon, Bush 1 and Clinton, I didn’t say fuck – though with the Presidents, I surely could of - LOL!

Speaking of language, Coach Wooden who won 10 out of 12 NCAA National Basketball Championships in the 60’s and 70’s, was and is world renown for his leadership style, Pyramid of Success. In fact, MacDonald’s Corp uses his Pyramid at their own University! And yes I use many of his principles to this day! All 3 of these great guys influenced me in different ways, as they did to so many, over a very long period of time! And all 3, Nicholas, Ziegler and Wooden, are extremely polite and quiet by nature, unlike me! LOL! Though I could of also listed rough ass bastards as role models, which I have patterned myself after in the past, like General George Patton, Vince Lombardi (USA college football) and Bobby Knight (USA college basketball), but I wanted to show the contrast! In fact, when I was in attendance with Coach Wooden in the mid 90’s at a large success conference, the audience could hardly hear him speak, even with a microphone!

The guys and gals, like Zig - are mostly in the personal development part of the industry! (Some cynics say because it is impossible to measure results!) And with the advent of the internet there has been a proliferation of marketing people - like the plague! And there seems to be fewer now in the success end of the industry, for a very simple reason – **EVEN YOU SUPPOSED DUMB WANNA BES ARE GETTING SMART ENOUGH TO KNOW THEY DON'T HAVE THE EXPERIENCE TO TEACH BECAUSE THEY HAVE NEVER DONE IT THEMSELVES, NO MATTER WHAT THEIR WEB SITES SAY!** (Although many have written books on the subject without ever doing it! LOL! And the few that have made any money have done so by selling books, cd’s and putting asses on seminar seats!) There is nothing wrong with that, because we all had to start somewhere and everybody should be able to make a living! But to pretend to be something they are not, is intellectually dishonest at best and fraud at worst! Only 1 guy I know, that is still active, uses numbers to illustrate how successful he has been in the pursuit of revenue for others! And I know him well and he has been a first class marketing guy for about 40 years, which I don’t claim to be, **THOUGH I HAVE HAD A LOT OF SUCCESS MARKETING AS WELL!**

**ALL TIME GREATS IN PD AND SUCCESS**

In my opinion, the very best guys from its beginning, across the PD SUCCESS industry were: Orison Swett Marten circa 1900; Napoleon Hill circa 1930 who was a Marten devotee; and Jim Newman (my mentor) who came on the scene in 60’s. These were the best and if you never read anyone else, you would be heads and shoulders above almost all else! And if you want to change your life monetarily, of course these guys, plus ME can make you a very wealthy individual, if you stay on point and don’t get discouraged! Of course, if you want to also understand how to manage and lead from the front you have to include – Joe Batten’s books on management and leadership! And yes, I also was in business with Joe in the late 90’s! But before that, he told me circa mid 90’s- Dan with your experience and extraordinary communication skills, your destined for greatness in the success business, if you can get them out of their comfort zones, which is extremely difficult! And for those of you that are too young to know, Joe was the mentor to Ross
Perot, who made all his employees carry Joe’s books in their brief cases like Bibles! Ross also told all his employees how to dress and not cheat on their wives! Of course, Ross could not do that now, because it would be deemed not PC!

And again, you can’t have a discussion about success without mentioning such luminaries as Jack Welsh, Donald Trump, and Tony Robbins who have all had teaching programs of 1 kind or another and all did it in a very different manner! And all are noted for being wealthy! In fact Welsh has an actual business university that is very good; Robbins has helped countless people get their lives together with his various programs; and Trump with his games and The Apprentice has helped many! There are many others I could mention, but these are probably the most notable and at the top of any list that I could endorse!

So I congratulate these guys and many more! But none of these individuals or any others have had an extended measured mentor program to create wealth through building equity! And only 1 guy I know has ever published any figures pertaining how much value he has created through his marketing expertise! And Jay Abraham, the $9 Billion Dollar Man (as he calls himself, which I believe to be true) has done a lot of good for many for decades! But as much good as all these coaches have done, virtually none of them, that has ever been published, have ever taken an idea from its inception to an IPO, creating hundreds of millions and even billions! Meaning starting with NO MONEY to successful exit, or IPO, coached by a mentor!

CHANGE IS SLOW AND PAINFUL

Due to the above and because I wanted to write a message that would transcend my life, I am writing this special $50 Billion QLA EBOOK! And I know someday real absolute no BS results, will transcend political form! Ergo, I decided to write this very brief history, how I bucked the odds and allowed countless numbers of YOU to achieve much more than you ever dreamed possible, which included vast amounts of wealth and, or significantly higher position in the corporate world! I am not writing because I need any accolades – MY RECORD SPEAKS FOR ITSELF! BECAUSE MONEY TALKS AND BS WALKS! (Hell I am not sure anyone will ever read this eBook! LOL! But I have marched to my own drummer for more than 50 years!) But I am writing for those that may think they are up against an insurmountable wall and need extra incentive! So please read and absorb - what is possible and has been done by me and countless QLA mentees/devotees –ONLY if you are willing to throw as side, much of what is called conventional wisdom! And it goes without saying, ALL I teach is ethical, moral, legal – but does go very much against many guidelines of conventional wisdom!

And yes the above (and below) is all absolutely true and I can prove it with countless documents, emails, recorded conversations, public records and including the terrific tool we all use called GOOGLE – sealed in more than 1 vault! LOL! And at the Castle Seminar, I name names and places, but here I will protect the guilty and innocent! LOL! But at this juncture, I want to emphasize this incredible accomplishment, was made a reality by the countless cast of QLA Mentees and Devotees that ranged from a Global 25 company CEO, to a guy tossing pizzas and now making motion pictures worldwide! And I am writing this $50 Billion Man eBook, to recognize so many that made this incredible feat possible in only 20 years, with NO internet crazy sums, like Instagram, etc! (Though I continue search for the next FB – none of the $50 Billion was derived from techy internet exits, or IPO’s! LOL! But a about a couple hundred million dollars is internet based – not from exits!)

ROAD TO SUCCESS IS ALWAYS UNDER CONSTRUCTION AND VERY TOUGH TO NAVIGATE BY YOURSELF

But it would extremely disingenuous, if I didn’t tell you straight away – IT WAS GEOMETRICALLY HARD – AND IT IS NOT FOR EVERYONE – EITHER AS A COACH OR MENTEE/devotee! BUT I, LIKE MY MENTEES/devotees, DIDN’T GIVE UP AND ALL OF US, MERELY KEPT SWINGING AT THE PLATE (OR THE CREASE) HITTING BALL AFTER BALL FOR MORE THAN 20 YRS NOW! SOME SINGLES, DOUBLES, TRIPLES, HOME RUNS (HIT FOR 6 WITH MANY CENTURIES) AND A NUMBER OF GRAND SLAMS! And if the truth were told – and I am all about FULL FUCKING DISCLOSURE – the $50 Billion would be a lot higher, if after achieving success the mentees and devotees didn’t stop taking the requisite risks and management actions that allowed them to earn the wealth in the first place! In short, they stopped to protect their assets like mother hens squatting over eggs! Or to use another QLA precept – THEY STOPPED ACTING AS IF THEY HAD NO LIMITS TO THEIR ABILITIES! For example: a guy says he wants a billion
dollars and he gets $50 million in the bank with houses, cars, etc, and his fact patterns change dramatically! Of course this isn't the end of the world and I have many stories to reflect and validate what I am saying! And most are with a lot less than $50 million! But all these guys are infinitely better off with QLA than they were without it! And I have even many more stories with people who made only a few million and packed it up! After all - you can lead the wannabe to riches, but you can’t make him stay the course! WTF! If you would of told me that 20 years ago, I would of said you are crazy! LOL! I was taught we were put on this earth to – BE ALL WE CAN BE!

QLA PRECEPT: MASSIVE DIFFERENCE IN PLAYING TO WIN AND PLAYING NOT TO LOSE! WHICH HAVE YOU FOLLOWED?

NO ONE KEEPS TRACK OF MITAKES AND NO ONE CARES - BUT YOU

And the record number no one keeps track of but you, out of fear and lack of self-esteem – What is it Dan? It's ALL my and mentee/devotees countless errors and mistakes! If these failures were of public record, I personally would lead the industry in strike outs – like Babe Ruth (The Sultan of Swat) still leads organized baseball, almost 80 years after he ended his illustrious career! Bottom line: I have tried more stuff that didn’t work than any other ever – except perhaps Tom Edison who had 10,000 failures! THEREFORE QLA IS A COMPOSITE OF THE BEST OF BEST PRACTICES THAT HAVE WORKED FOR ME PERSONALLY, FOR OVER 40 YEARS AND MY MENTEES/DEVOTEES THE LAST 20 YEARS! AND FOR ME PERSONALLY AND WHAT I CONTINUE TO INSTILL IN MY MENTEES AND DEVOTEES – AS I WAS TAUGHT IN THE ARMY AS A YOUNG OFFICER - FAILURE WAS NEVER AN OPTION!

QLA TIP: Don’t fear your failures and focus on your continued application of QLA! Because FEAR is – False Expectations Appearing Real!

I CANNOT EVEN BEGIN TO SAY HOW FULLFILLING THE QLA RIDE HAS BEEN! (For example, when Dr Klaus Kleinfeld was appointed CEO of Siemens the 25th largest company in the world in Jan 2005, and when Mikey The Pizza Boy debuted his major motion picture in NYC, Oct 2013 – where both very special moments)! NOT BECAUSE SO MANY TOLD ME IT WAS NOT POSSIBLE – THOUGH I RELISH DOING WHAT PEOPLE SAY I CAN’T DO AND I HAVE A VERY LONG TRACK RECORD OF OVERCOMING OBSTACLES AGAINST ALL ODDS, DATING BACK ALMOST 50 YEARS! AS I WAS REMINDED AT MY 50TH HIGH SCHOOL REUNION LATE LAST YEAR! A LONG TIME FRIEND RELATED, WHEN I JUMPED FROM LAKE MALIBU DAM, CALIFORNIA (ABOUT 10 STORIES) TO THE NARROW LANDING AREA IN THE LAKE BELOW, IN 1963/4! WTF! (BTW: I WAS KNOCKED UNCONSCIOUS AND DROWNING, BUT WAS SAVED BY A LIFE GUARD BUDDY WHO DIED A FEW WEEKS LATER DOING ANOTHER PRANK!)

BUT THE MOST IMPORTANT ASPECT OF THE QLA RIDE, IS AND HAS BEEN MY OVER WHELMING TERRIFIC FEELING OF THE GOOD I DID, BECAUSE OF THE COUNTLESS LIVES I HAVE CHANGED SINCE 1993! And as you will read, it has little to do with education, or even experience, though I have mentored 90 (maybe lower) to 170 IQ kids over the years! So high IQ and lots of experience can enhance your efforts – though no guarantee and high intelligence can often slow you down, because you over analyze! Or another QLA precept: analysis equals paralysis! But the main ingredient is not giving up and the amount of heart (and some would call this balls) you possess! Because in the middle of the night when you are cold and lonely – and your emotional bank account is running low, IF NOT TOTALLY DEPLETED, you will be sustained ONLY by how much personal heart you have and your desire to succeed! In that regard, I can’t tell you how many mentee calls I received in the middle of the night, asking for sage advice and encouragement – sometimes under the influence of alcohol!! LOL! Or how many times I had to tell the mentees not to give up the cause, just because the goal posts changed! And in some cases get on a plane for an emergency meeting to override self-sabotaging thoughts, and or activities!

This QLA $50 Billion eBook will cover a number of extremely important points for my readers AND FOR POSTERITY! But the main thrust of this diatribe like piece is to: 1) show how I created $50 Billion in value/equity with and for my mentees/devotees, following the same QLA methodology that I used to create $450 million (in today’s dollars about $1 billion) an astounding 55 million percent, in 8
short years, in a collapsing market environment. (For you doubters the formula is $450,000,000 - 820)/820 = 548,779.4878$ times 100 to get to a percentage or \( 54,877,948.78\% \text{ increase! WTF!} \) 2) And more importantly, how YOU CAN NOW achieve anything you want using QLA with absolute laser beam focus and passion! The various points are in no order of importance, but ALL are extremely important! So due yourself a BIG favour and read them ALL carefully – again and again! And if you won’t spend the time now, save it for when your future means something to you! If not - leave now and go back to your ordinary life!

**$50\text{ BILLION IN 20 YEARS}**

People will wonder why it took me 20 years to achieve $50 Billion? Well that is very simple! LOL! I was dealing with countless permutations of people for the $50 Billion achievement and basically only with me at the helm (driving a Dream Team) for the $450 million! LOL! And a lot of people are fucking hard to manage, till you refine your model down to dealing with the most serious that will always go the extra mile! Hence, I expect the next $50 Billion to take a lot less time! In fact, till I discovered in about 2000/1 that I could not carry people that would not make the total commitments required across the goal line with any consistency, my results were great by industry standards, but mediocre by my own QLA benchmarks! (But as I said early in my QLA coaching career and still scream now-IF WE WERE AT WAR WE WOULD ALL BE FUCKING DEAD!) This is when I stopped giving non castle seminars around the world, which was a huge change in the model. But it was very much in line with major QLA precepts: 1) DON'T WASTE TIME ON THINGS (PEOPLE) YOU CAN'T CHANGE; 2) HIGH PERFORMANCE PEOPLE FOCUS ON THE FEW NOT THE MANY; 3) HIGH PERFORMANCE PEOPLE HAVE LIMITED AIMS, SO THEY CAN STAY LASER BEAM FOCSUSED! And as simple as these 3 precepts sound, it took me about 8 years to apply it to my coaching mantra! And once I did, the QLA results went through the roof!

But why 8 years Dan? Because unwinding this old part of the QLA model was very difficult, due to the various commitments I had made and took me till about 2009 to exit professionally! Just think about being on over 50 boards as Chairman all over the world? No wonder I was always on a plane! And in those days, I paid all my own expenses, which also differentiated me from ALL the other coaches! (So when I flew 1st class and stayed in suites, I was paying, not the client, mentee, or company! WTF!) But once I decided and took action, my QLA time was infinitely better placed with ONLY the absolutely most passionate QLA devotees! Hence, I found it easier to manage, implement and execute! In other words, I changed my personal emphasis to ONLY people who were serious enough to exist in the big leagues! But the remaining who professed they wanted change, could use the terrific QLA award winning products – which now I tell you all to get free from torrent sites! And the potential big leaguers had to be willing to make the financial sacrifice to come to Guthrie Castle, or pay my (then) $3000 per hour personal consulting fee, which is now $4500! And in many cases, at an expense they could not afford, but somehow made it happen! Hence, they were willing to "pay the price to action" – which is another mantra of QLA! But don’t misunderstand me! I did a lot of pro bono QLA work then and even more now, because I am involved in many fewer projects! Now a typical week shows about 20% to as much as 35% pro bono QLA work! And I have a very strict criteria to filter out the pretenders looking for a free ride! Of course there are exceptions to every rule! And I have a soft spot for Nuns, Priests, Mother Teresa Orphanages and abandoned animals!

**BOTTOM LINE:** Guthrie Castle’s QLA Seminar and, or one on one consulting time with me, is a very controlled environment with dramatically increased results, but is only for the individual that can make the emotional sacrifice!

**YOU ARE WHO YOU SPEND THE MOST TIME WITH**

Earlier on this extended trip that recently ended, I was at Ayers Rock, Australia (in the middle of nowhere) for an outside dinner. At our table there was a family of 5, with Mom/Dad and 3 kids, plus a young couple, Sally, her Mum and me. (Yes, I went on a 3 week trip with my wife and mother in law! We were celebrating a BIG birthday for Sally’s Mum!) The food was ok and the view of the stars was exceptional. But the staggering thing that was as obvious as the grey hair on my head, was the conversation between the young USA couple, maybe in their late 20’s or early 30’s – and the older couple originally from Macedonia (though in Australia 20 years now) perhaps 20 – 25 years older than the young couple. They were both very nice couples and made the dinner very enjoyable and for me a validating experience!
After their initial discourse the main topic of conversation turned to their medical benefits and vacation time, etc! The USA couple was saying how, in great detail, they could or could not take certain time off! And the Australians were lamenting how the USA policies seemed unfair, or even harsh! As Sally would tell you, I almost pissed myself from laughter! I leaned over and told Sally – WTF – and she begged me to stay out of it! I only mention this episode, because the ones that really were going to suffer short, intermediate and probably long term were the 3 lovely kids, 13, 15, and 17! These kids, not knowing, would most probably be like the young couple they sat across from (at best) and were most likely destined to be like their own Mom/Dad at worst! WTF! Again, they were all very nice people! But instead of having high performance goals presented to them during their adolescent years, they most probably had what days off they should be expecting, etc! Again, WTF! As an aside, when my Dad retired from the LAPD, after 28 years, he had almost 2 years paid leave/vacation, he had not taken! WTF! No wonder I am the way I am! LOL! As I have said, my Dad was an incredible role model in many aspects of my life! And work ethic was certainly 1 of his best attributes!

I hope you are not asking why is Dan going on about some dinner? As I have said for many years – WE ARE THE AVERAGE OF THE 5 PEOPLE WE ARE EXPOSED TO MOST IN OUR LIVES! And as I have also written and said our self-esteem is built the first 7/8 years of our life and is backed by countless studies over many years! (And for those of you that have heard me speak, you know I owe my massive self-esteem mostly to my Mom, because I was joined at the hip to her during those formative years! As do I owe my courage, manhood and strict code of conduct to my Dad and my military experience!) Of course, in almost all cases this group of 5 includes our parents and maybe older brothers/sisters – or perhaps our grandparents! Unfortunately, in most cases this is not necessarily good for kids! Not because they are not loving, etc! But because they are not high performers and know virtually nothing about coaching, mentoring, or teaching by example a high performance person! Because there is infinitely more to raising and coaching kids than saying – gee honey, we will always love you unconditionally and you can be and achieve whatever you want! I won’t write a lot about this, but we as parents don’t really have a fucking clue on how to raise kids, as high performance individuals though some get it right, mostly by accident and, or pure grit!

And even families that have been high performance for many generations like the Rothschild’s, Kennedy’s, Rockefeller’s, Hilton’s, JPMorgan’s, Walton’s, most Royal families, et al, that have had upscale social economic milieus, have had major lapses in self-esteem and success! WTF! So even these high profile examples, like all of us – still use trial and error! (Though through my Mom, who read a famous raising kids book by Dr Spock in 1946 – allowed me to be raised much differently and I always am eternally thankful for my Mom’s perseverance! You see, my dearly departed Mom apparently knew upfront she knew nothing about raising kids! So in hindsight, I am a product of both my parents and am thankful each day!)

Of course we always say as an excuse – I/we did the best we knew how at the time! Whereas 1 of my great personal influencers, Winston Churchill made it abundantly clear – WE MUST DO WHAT’S NECESSARY – not merely our best! In this regard the famous Irish poet Oscar Wilde wrote: ‘Children begin by loving their parents; as they grow older they judge them; sometimes they forgive them.’

In a similar vein in 1991, I received a big very prestigious award and my Dad was in attendance for the very special day, along with my family and friends! My Dad was being interviewed by a news reporter from CBS in Los Angeles and he was asked – What do you think of your sons award and accomplishments? My Dad looked into the camera and said – Dan has NOT done this because of me – he has done it in spite of me! The reporter looked shocked and turned to look at me! I said nothing and CBS decided not to use my Dad’s quote! But what I believe my Dad was saying, he didn’t understand what I had accomplished but was very proud of me, which he had said many times! Or how I did it! And he had not given me any sage business advice! Yet I made it to that time in my life without his assistance, in spite of his lack of business acumen! But sadly, at the time he never heard me articulate what a great legacy he had left me, by being the man he was and how he trained me to be a man like him! So in my case, I never came to the realization that I should forgive my Dad, because I never thought, after I grew to maturity, he had done anything wrong in raising me, as extremely tough as he was towards me!
And my dad had good reason to be tough on me: I was expelled 3 times before I was 10 years old from grade school; he was called many times in junior high for disciplinary actions; I was told to leave campus and not go through high school graduation with my peers based on an accumulation of many socially unacceptable behaviours; I was involved in various alcohol related incidents through high school and college, till I volunteered to go into Army in 1966; and much more! More about tough love later! BTW: my kid brother is an Assistant Fire Chief of LA County Fire Department and an extremely high performance man! And made our Dad very proud! But he decided to take the public service route out of school like our Dad, though no matter what he had decided to do he would have been a high performance person! As an aside, Dad was tough on my kid brother, but not as hard as he was on me, which is a very important fact pattern and my brother and I have discussed it many times!

Back to the extremely germane Australia story: It was very interesting for me as a parent, coach, mentor and teacher to see the 2 couples from different parts of the world saying and echoing the exact same concerns! How many sick days do they have? Mandatory vs statutory? (Hell I had to ask Sally, the difference between mandatory and statutory! LOL) And so on! WTF! Only briefly after a little prodding by me, did I ascertain that both couples parents were from the same socio economic milieus as their parents! Surprise! Surprise! Though the USA couple seemed to come from a higher socio economic background, but still, what used to be called in my youth – working stiffs, or blue collar! They seemed like from the movie Rudy, where you were expected to do the same as your parents, etc! There is nothing wrong with being a blue collar guy, hell my Dad was high school graduate, served in WW 2 and the Korean War, who became a famous LAPD cop for heading the Sirhan Sirhan, Robert Kennedy assassination case! He then went on to be a college professor and leading criminology author! And he didn’t attend college till he was in his 50’s! Pretty incredible for a kid who worked since he was 7 years old, as a bootlegger runner, during the depression and had no Dad, because he died 6 months before he was born! And Dad didn’t get a graduate degree till his late 50’s! (Hell I still like the sound of Professor Pena!) All of this illustrates a high performance persons profile! Hence, though my Dad began his working life as a blue collar guy, he wanted much more out of life and he achieved it! And more importantly as I mention above, left me that extraordinary legacy!

Bottom line: What legacy have your parents left you? And more importantly what role model and legacy are you leaving your progenies!

And if I needed further validation reference most parents and their kids, which I don’t really need, based on the many years I have lived and countless kids I have mentored and coached, here is a recent email from a Mom to her son - a long time QLA Super Star Hall of Famer:

Hi Honey,

Please tell dan hi. He is on my Mind n my heart. He is so right about Women (Mom’s) fucking up (their) children’s life......

Mom

And way before QLA and Dan Pena, parents were misleading their kids and calling it parenting! Or as another great influencer of mine said so eloquently:

"What a distressing contrast there is between the radiant intelligence of the child and the feeble mentality of the average adult." - Sigmund Freud

I could go on for chapters about this, but believe me it is true, based on over 20 years of coaching and mentoring and my almost 69 years of living!
Bottom line: What happens to a child and who normally affects him most past toddler and childhood into adolescence? It is still their parents and the other members of the 5 people the kid hangs with most! Enough said!

Of course this doesn’t happen to all the kids, but certainly a vast majority of children have less than stellar role models as parents, if being a super high performer is your goal! And you will all say – Dan I am the exception, as a parent! LOL! Ok, if that makes you feel less guilty, but you can also – UNSUBSCRIBE! And I have countless stories of kids, parents and grandparents who relate the exact same feelings at Guthrie Castle, during the seminar! In fact, I have never had even 1 attendee that said anything different! The only difference is some of the stories are much worse than others! But all kids are affected!

QLA TIP: As I pound in to the brains of seminar attendees – YOU ARE WHO THE FUCK YOU HANG WITH AND ARE NOTHING MORE THAN A DERRIVITIVE OF THEIR ACTIONS, HABITS, WANTS AND DESIRES AND THIS IS IRRESPECTIVE OF HOW MANY PD/SUCCESS BOOKS YOU READ, OR SEMINARS YOU ATTEND! (Or as my Mom used to tell me – you go to bed with dogs and you get up with flees!) Of course I told my kids this since they were little, but mostly it fell on deaf ears till they got older! And I am sure I was not PC when I related this knowledge to my kids! And I am also positive I left scare tissue, as proud of them as I was then and I am now! But as I have told my kids and ALL so called parenting experts – I would trade their love of me for “respect and their supper success” in a heartbeat! And if I am very fortunate, I might get both!

I can’t make it much clearer, but many attendees struggle with this concept, because they feel I am challenging their self-worth as parents and individuals! And Moms have the toughest time with this information! Of course we all know why and I will not elaborate here! To further illustrate this point, we use an extremely telling exercise at the Castle, to show exactly what your chances are to be a high performance person, unless you change your environment! Needless to say, most people flunk this exercise initially. And it is also part of the new weekly mentee reporting system so they can constantly be aware of whom they are dealing with on a daily basis!

But there is another great tool to give you a heads up vies a vies your potential for being a high performance person! It is my Success Test and when used in conjunction with my Pessimism and Optimism Tests, they have about a 95% accuracy in telling you, if you can be a high performance super success! Of course you will say, if you do poorly – you are the 5%! LOL!

Take the Success Test : http://www.danpena.com/success-test/

LESSONS

Having written newsletters and worked hard on the road before, I have never felt, I am making any sacrifices, etc! LOL! I, unlike most, don’t feel I need time off to clear my head, recharge my batteries, etc, or any of that other BS you guys hear all the time! As I have said, if you need time off, you are doing the wrong gig! Of course that is an entirely other subject and could be the subject of an entire book! LOL! Just as many of you married and are in your business for the wrong reason! But I will save that touchy subject for another time!

BTW: The names I use often as examples as high performance role models don’t need time to recharge, because they are passionate about what they do and to them it is not work!

Being on the open sea for more than 2 weeks sailing around Australia and New Zealand, I had a many hours to work on many things, including this $50 Billion QLA eBook! Unlike many reading this now, as I have said, I work on my holidays and really enjoy it! And only in recent years, do I actually take time that could be categorized, as time off! LOL! In my early 60’s, I decided to work on business slightly less (but still much more than you readers) and on my body and health a lot more, to insure I would be around for many decades preaching QLA and enjoying life with my family! I believe the work on myself has had great success, as evidenced by comments from others and how I know I look! And if you have looked at the You Tube videos of the Castle Experience, it is obvious I have: 1) not lost 1 single step in 20 years; and 2) I have the same level of energy the last 5 minutes of the last day, as I did the opening
5 minutes of the first day! And I unlike other alleged gurus I enjoy and relish looking at the wannabes straight in the eye and spending as much 1 on 1 time as required!

WEBINAR

Vies a vies my last webinar, I was disappointed in the responses to the second webinar, a few weeks ago, which had primarily USA participation. Bottom line – as I said during the webinar the questions were basic at best and crap at worst! And it was appalling to see that very few did any research or homework to base their queries on! Some of you asked the same questions 2 or 3 times! And 1 of you actually asked the same question at least 4 times on both webinars! Now I am not sure if that person was ill, or merely slow! Or as a few of my devotees have told me – they are trying to see if I answer the same question with the same answer, more than once! Of course this is a BIG waste of time for all concerned! The good news, is I don’t have 2 answer all questions! LOL! Hence, my next webinar will on a new subscription basis, to be announced in due course. You can still see both recent webinars at http://www.danpena.com/dan-pena-webinar/ Nock your selves out watching this, but this is vintage Dan and it will be a great QLA learning experience! In fact, if you want your kids to have a better chance to being a high performer, you and them should listen to this and follow me on LinkedIn, FB and Tweeter! More about how I am changing the under 25 kids later!

BTW: As I have said and written a few times now I have a plethora of FREE QLA information on www.danpena.com that can be easily absorbed! Plus as I have also said, you can get virtually all my QLA product on many and various torrent sights! And I suggest you do so! I don’t want your money and I certainly don’t need your money, for QLA products! So again, knock yourself out and get all the QLA stuff Free! And if you desire a new clean copy of an original of my 2nd edition of YOUR FIRST HUNDRED MILLION, or anything else, contact my office, but that will cost you! LOL! But I would honestly rather you get the QLA on torrent! LOL!

Now when was the last time one of your other PD or Success gurus told you to go to a torrent sight? FUCKING NEVER! Why is that? LOL! If you have to think about an answer, please unsubscribe now! The simple fact is, I never had any product in the mid 90’s, till a QLA super star told me the devotees can’t absorb the material merely from the seminar! So I developed over the next couple years QLA product and have updated certain aspects of QLA product in recently, as well! And now I want you to get it FREE - and if this doesn’t differentiate me from ALL the others, please let me know! LOL! And to illustrate me giving away QLA FREE is not a new thought process to me - I even gave the QLA Seminars FREE in the late 90’s to rooms up to 1000 people to get the QLA message out! (And believe it or not we had people complain that I didn’t feed them during the day! WTF!) And it was not a 2 hour teaser to sell you some crap! They were 8/9 hours with a couple hours of Q & A! But I stopped them when it became obvious the effectiveness was poor – based on people don’t appreciate most things they don’t have to pay for and make sacrifices! Again WTF! Which falls into line with another favourite quote by me – NO GOOD DEED GOES UNPUNISHED!

How does any of this relate to the current crop of PD and Success gurus? Well it doesn’t, because the PD/Success guys/gals (save a very few) are all trying to make a living and I am not! And when I review your LINKEDIN sights from time to time and see who you list as Influencers and people you follow, I am struck with such laughter, I almost piss myself! Because you like these guys/gals who say being successful can be done by all and it’s not hard! Of course, this is a fucking load of crap of biblical proportions! But most like this stuff and that is why there are so many pretenders still in the PD and Success Industry! As a dear friend of mine says – DAN, THESE WANNABES ARE GETTING WHAT THEY DESERVE – FUCK ALL! BUT I THINK DIFFERENTLY AND KEEP TRYING TO GET YOU INTO THE QLA VORTEX, SO YOU CAN IMPROVE THE LIVES OF YOUR FAMILIES GEOMETRICALLY!

QLA TIP: With no accountability in the PD/SUCCESS Industry anyone can say anything and they do – and you listen because it sounds comfortably easy – and the classic example of what you want to believe is exemplified in the best-selling book from 2007 - The 4 hour Work Week! And I ask you, have you ever met or even heard of a person who achieved super success that followed this regimen? WTF! Anyone? Anyone, but the author and I am told he works more than 4 hours a week! Are you all stupid or just utterly naive? Or as a saying that is often credited to PT Barnum, the great carnival circus barker – there is a sucker born every minute!
TRAVEL PICTURES OF DAN AND SALLY

People may wonder why I post so many pictures of Sally and myself travelling the world? I assure you, it is not to be braggadocios! A practice I only began in recent years, since I took over my own social media, which I consider part of my pro bono work and more about this later! And it is not so my kids can see what we are up to! It is so the countless QLA devotees can see what is possible when you have many choices! Sally and I are very blessed, after many years of extremely hard work (47, including the military, for me and almost 30 for Sally), we can travel the world, to many destinations! And because of the internet, we can keep in contact with our business interests and family when required! Even crossing the Tasmanian Sea recently, we had very good internet connections! On the trip just completed, my favourite pictures were me bungy jumping in New Zealand, where it was first invented!

Check out Bungy Jump Photos. Click Here: http://www.danpena.com/blog/dans-special-pics/

I can only speak for myself and I don’t know, or really care, if the other high performance coaches travel, or not! The real truth is, very few, can afford to live as I do,( http://www.danpena.com/blog/the-guthrie-castle/), but more about that possibly in a later newsletter, or eBook. But in this regard, I do believe very strongly, we should never forget where we came from! I feel this because, I have come a very long way and I never want to forget it! Below are the pictures I carry with me ALWAYS! I use the Barrio to the Castle pictures, so I always remember my humble beginnings! The pictures contrast better than words, what is possible in a lifetime. In my particular case, I did it in a lot less time (13 years from my graduation from university after the military), because I was phenomenally hungry, driven with extraordinary work ethics from my Dad and my Infantry OCS training! Ergo, this is the very basis of my entire being to this very day. And even to the casual observer, illustrates perfectly what is possible, if you want it bad enough and use QLA methodology!

In a similar regard, I tweet almost daily what I am doing and whom I’m meeting, in some detail! I do this to illustrate how active I still am at almost 69 and supposedly retired! And I often ask, if I am still participating at such a high level at my age, what is possible for you that are much younger? It also relates how early I often get up and how late I work many days in a week – even when I am travelling ostensibly on holidays! So a typical day for me is still 9 – 10 hours work 7 days weekly, when I am not travelling! Hence, 60 – 70 hours weekly is not unusual and more if I am really hot to complete a deal, or project! Of course at this juncture I should ask – WHAT ABOUT YOU? Or if I really was to have a little fun with you - WHAT ABOUT YOUR OTHER GURU COACHES? LOL!

ANOTHER BOOK

IT HAS BEEN SUGGESTED I WRITE A KISS AND TELL ABOUT THE PD, HIGH PERFORMANCE BUSINESS SUCCESS COACHING INDUSTRY! IF I ONLY HAD TIME, IT WOULD CERTAINLY BE A LOT OF FUN, BUT NOT LIKELY BECAUSE I HAVE WAY TOO MUCH MORE TO DO IN MY LIFE! BUT ON A SIMILAR NOTE, I HAVE BEEN ASKED A FEW TIMES TO WRITE, OR AT LEAST COLLABORATE, ON A STORY ABOUT SOME HIGH PROFILE PERSONALITIES I HAVE KNOWN AND, OR WORKED WITH OVER THE YEARS! AND WHAT WOULD EVEN BE MORE FUN, WOULD BE TO COMBINE THE 2 IDEAS! LOL! BECAUSE BOTH BOOK IDEAS WOULD CLEARLY SHOW HOW CONVENTIONAL WISDOM IS ALMOST ALWAYS FUCKING WRONG!

GIVING IT SOME THOUGHT - I COULD SHOW BEYOND A DOUBT THAT MOST THE PD.SUCCES GUYS ARE LIVING FROM GIG TO GIG, SHOWING THE SHOE BOXES THEY LIVE IN AND THE CARS THEY TRANSPORT AROUND IN! LOL! AS SOME OF YOU KNOW, I DID THIS KIND OF RESEARCH WHEN I WAS DOING MY DUE DILIGENCE WHEN I FIRST STARTED COACHING. BUT DECIDED TO NOT USE IT, DUE TO THE INFLAMATORY NATURE OF MY FINDINGS AND I DID NOT WANT TO BE TIED UP IN LITIGATION THE FIRST 5 – 10 YEARS OF MY COACHING CAREER! LOL! IN HIND SIGHT, I SHOULD OF DONE IT! LOL! WTF! PRAISE THE LORD AND PASS THE AMMUNITION! THAT CERTAINLY COULD BE 1 OF MY REGRETS WHEN I AM 100! LOL!

As an aside, long term QLA followers will remember many years ago, I participated as lead interview from Guthrie Castle, in an German TV “60 Minute” type expose of 1 of the most high profile PD/SUCCESS coaches in Europe! Ergo, such an endeavour would not be breaking new ground for me! LOL!
GUTHRIE CASTLE

My 30th anniversary, of having the distinct pleasure of being able to go to the 15th Century Fairy Tale Story Book Guthrie Castle, will be this August! If you recall, I purchased Guthrie Castle on my 39th birthday in conjunction with taking my company, Great Western Resources, Inc, public on the London Stock Exchange the same day! BTW: GWRI went public, on my birthday, the same day Margaret Thatcher privatized Jaguar! All involved, on both sides of the Atlantic, said I had no chance competing with 1 of Thatcher’s first large privatizations! The pundits said – Dan your risking 10’s of millions of your net worth, because you’re the largest shareholder! Why take the risk Dan? Let’s postpone the offering! I said NO! And I decided to sell the shares of GWIR’s IPO myself, presentation by presentation! And the Brit bankers put their back into it with me, like it was Dunkirk! Failure was not an option! Ergo, GWRI was up 20% on the day and Jaguar was down! The UK headlines read: Great Western The one That Roared! At the time, it was considered an unexpected upset for UK privatizations! Thus another instance when conventional wisdom was dead wrong!

Dan Tip: When Dan says he will do whatever it takes he means it! And I could relate many stories, including how I defied conventional wisdom and battled against a leading organized crime family mano a mano! HENCE, WHEN DAN SAYS IT - HE FUCKING MEANS IT!

Of course it is hard to believe when you look at the barrio picture of the lot that my house used to occupy. The house was torn down many years ago, but you can tell how small it was by the lot size! The Dan barrio picture is 1993! The Guthrie Castle picture of Sally and me is 2013! BTW: The Bentley and Aston Martin DB 9 are merely icing on the Castle cake, though I have not really driven in about 30 years! Do your other coaches live like this, or drive these kind of cars? Or are they transported by chauffeur’s every were they go? If they do – believe me they are doing something correct and they should be teaching you how they did it – and you should be fucking listening to every word they say! And I want to go to the there seminars so I might learn something new, so please let me know! But in almost ALL instances, if they have achieved that life style, it is by selling books, cd’s and putting asses on seminar seats! (And in case you are wondering, I went through the jet planes and yacht phase of my life long ago. And it is next to impossible to justify the costs, no matter how much money you have and big corporations hate me to tell them this sad news – but they are a lot of fun!) More importantly, do YOU want to live the life style of the rich and famous, or like almost all your other coaches? I certainly hope you would rather live LARGE! Of course the high performance people I coach aspire not to be the 1%, you read about in the USA newspapers and TV, making $400,000 yearly! They are the top 10% of the 1%, or 1/10%, who desire to make millions to 10’s of millions yearly and attain membership in the QLA Hall of Fame! If this is your quest, keep reading! If not please unsubscribe! And give all the QLA material you got free on torrent sights to someone who really desires to make a massive change in their lives!

The very famous award winning life size portrait (below) of me and my faithful Great Dane Driller, in 1987, is how I saw myself in 1983, way before I had accomplished so much, though I was already deemed to be successful by my peers! (And again more about peers later, but they were the average of the 5 people I was around most in those days! And more about your peers, because you refuse to want to understand it!) Again I have told this story so many times, I can’t count! Yet most perceive that this kind of dream is way beyond them! And believe me, if you believe that negative crap, it will be a self-fulfilling prophecy! The problem is the people you hang with and, or are mostly exposed to tell you what the realities are “according to them’ reference accomplishing such a bodacious goal! (Hell, ask President Obama about such bodacious goals!) So, I guarantee the chances of you fulfilling such a dream are remote at best! Hence, I continue to view these pictures, more for me than the QLA followers! I do it, because it would have been very easy for me to give up on further accomplishments 30 years ago! In that regard, I have been asked countless times - what gets me going each day? And the truth is, most reading this eBook, if they had achieved a fraction of what I have, would of slowed down, or even stopped long ago! Yet, if you read my Tweets, you see I am more active than almost all the people that read this eBook and I am supposed to be retired! WTF! As I ask my mentees in their weekly reports to me – WTF DO YOU DO ALL DAY?
SACRIFICES REQUIRED

In late 1981, while on a business trip to the UK, it became obvious to me, though I had already achieved success, I needed a massive change in my life! (More soon, about another massive change in my life! And no I am not sick and Sally and I are very happily married! LOL!) At that time London was so very different than anywhere I had worked, including NYC! So I decided to move to the UK (partially based on me serving there as a young Army officer in the late 60’s) and raise my kids in a very different manner than I was raised! Hence, about 18 months later in spring 1983, I added to my goals, a castle on an island – and moved there in August of 1984! (So yes, IPO, Castle, move to UK all at once!) Of course this meant being separated from my entire family! In hind sight, this was one of the best decisions of my life, along with deciding to go to officer training that would extend my military service by 2 years! I did this, though it would be painful to be away from my family! And this was many years before I articulated my thoughts about QLA! So though I loved my family – and there were high performance people in my family - they were not high performance business role models, which I knew categorically I MUST have in my future! I have asked others - what would you have done? And where would you be now if you had done something similar? And remember this is all part of – YOU ARE THE AVERAGE OF THE 5 PEOPLE YOU SPEND MOST OF THE TIME WITH! !

As a brief role model comparison, these were just a few of my NEW socio economic milieu, when I went to the UK: Father/Founder of the North Sea; Former Governor of New York who saved the state/city from financial collapse; several Members of Parliament, including the House of Lords; Heir to Cunard Shipping Lines; The Church of England; The Bank of England; Members of the Royal Family; NATO Deputy Commander 4 Star General; Former Governor of Texas and Secretary of the Treasury; and many more! This was my new adopted extended family that embraced me and the rest is history! Was it worth it – ARE YOU FUCKING KIDDING ME?
WHY DO I STILL COACH/MENTOR?

LOL! Though I poke fun at my mentees a lot, without them my life would be much less hectic and much less interesting! Just think if you had about 20 to 30 weekly status reports (depending on the month and staggering dates of QLA Castle Seminars) to personally review and comment on? And that many business models to overview and understand, better than the mentees? It is like raising 20 to 30 different kids of different ages, maturities and IQ's! WTF! And every week is a different kind of challenge – with so many variables it would be extremely hard to define, or explain! And do I need to ask you, if your other gurus do this, or anything similar? Or are they even capable of this intellectual or financially sophisticated endeavour 20 – 30 times weekly? Are you kidding me? WTF!

After the first Year Long Mentor Program began in mid-2010, I understood why the guys in the business success industry thought I was crazy to take on this additional challenge! Because it is an inordinate amount of very sophisticated work! Especially when you consider, I don't get fucking paid for this Year Long QLA Mentorship, even though I spend countless hours working with the kids for at least 12 months! WTF! And let me say it again – I DON'T GET FUCKING PAID FOR THE YEAR LONG HANDS ON WEEKLY MENTORING! By 2011, I got into a rhythm and got extremely proficient at the big task! And I will ask you –do the other success gurus you have ever read, or heard possess the experience and expertise to accomplish this on a weekly basis? Fuck no! (And the guys that have the expertise are working at consulting companies and charging big bucks and not coaching! BTW: I still do consulting with The Guthrie Group www.theguthriegroup.com at $4500 per hour myself!) Though I stopped counting at 700 transactions, I never heard of any coach that has been involved in even half of this total and I am not talking about buying product on the internet, or leasing, renting or buying houses! In fact many years ago at a major PD gurus seminar, the guru said, he had read 700 books to formulate his thesis! I am told, a QLA Devotee in the audience said – I would rather be coached by someone who had done 700 deals! WTF! I wish I had been there! LOL! Of course this was when I was merely the $450 million man! So I wonder what if anything they will say now? LOL! Of course, I don’t care what the gurus say and never have since 1993! AND MY RECORD STANDS FOR IT SELF!

Though I only intended to coach till 2000, or 7 years, I liked it so much, I decided to continue. Of course I have had my challenges over the 20 years, but unlike a normal low performing average person, I NEVER SHARE DOUBTS (and neither do other high performance people with high self-esteem) and so no one knew anything was wrong! So there have been ups and downs like anything in life, but what keeps me at coaching and mentoring QLA the last several years is the massive success that I have had getting all kinds of YOU across the goal line! And with my recent announcement, I have shown what is possible with QLA! I have created for and with my mentees $50 billion! But as I have said, in recent tweets, etc, it was a moving number and further details will follow, in due course.

Being the most successful high performance business coach, as measured by value/equity created, is a big responsibility and a great honour! And contrary to what some may say – I SEE NO REASON TO BE MODEST ABOUT IT, BECAUSE IT STILL GRIPES ME HOW MUCH MISINFORMATION IS PUT OUT BY SO MANY IN THE PD/SUCCESS INDUSTRY AND THE IDIOTS THAT LAP IT UP LIKE IT WAS CAVIAR! Trying to accumulate information and data for the devotees and mentees that represented the $50 Billion created has proven problematic! LOL! In 20 years of coaching, QLA has touched more people than I could ever imagine way back in May 1993! Hence, I am driven now as I had been from 1971 to 1992 when building my 3 businesses, before I began my QLA Coaching and Mentoring career! But now, I am passionately obsessed with YOUR success and transforming as many of you, as I possibly can, to high performance business success individuals! Not all of you will desire the massive success of mentee, Dr Klaus Kleinfeld, currently Chairman/CEO of Alcoa and Presidential Appointee (former CEO of Siemens, AG, the 25th largest company in the world)! Or the success of some of the others that have created 10’s of millions, hundreds of millions and even billions of dollars! These possible QLA scenarios will depend on your talent and more importantly, your DESIRE to succeed, plus in many instances your heart to overcome failure that comes to all of us! And part of any success of any of the QLA Mentees/Devotees is the size and strength of their Emotional Bank Accounts! Because when failure stairs you in the eye, it is not your Financial Bank Account you will lean on – it will be your Emotional Bank Account! And least you be concerned - all you need, is taught you by QLA!
GREAT QLA MOMENT

I have been blessed to have many QLA seminal moments! But me assisting a kid with one O level in joinery (carpentry) to create from scratch an over $400 million (now about $700 million) sophisticated public to private financial transaction, still gives me goose bumps! (BTW: O or ordinary levels are obtained in the UK, as a high school student at age about 16!) And I have more stories like this than I can count, or even remember! WTF! But this 1 was very special because of its great difficulty and still sticks in my mind almost 15 years later! No wonder I am still happy dragging you guys across the goal line! And again not trying to be too unfair, LOL - how many other coaches of any fucking description even have 1 of these to brag about? So you don’t strain your brains - NOT A FUCKING 1 HAS ANY THAT I HAVE EVER HEARD OF, SEEN, OR EVEN RUMORED! And I continue to beat this drum because you guys still go to coaches that tell you that it’s easy and yet they have NEVER done any deals themselves, or created any value in anything, but their travel mileage accounts, which you paid for! LOL! Even today after more than 20 years - I ASK THE SAME QUESTION – WHY? And as you can tell – it still irritates me that they take your hard earned money! OF COURSE IF YOU CAN'T TAKE REALITY AND TOUGH LOVE, I AM THE WRONG GUY – AND THE TRUTH IS THAT IS WHY YOU GO TO THE PRETENDERS! AND AS I TELL PEOPLE, MY DAD INVENTED TOUGH LOVE IN THE 50’S RAISING ME! AND THE BEST SELLING BOOK – TOUGH LOVE – CAME OUT IN 1968! LOL! (BTW: WHEN I VOLUNTEERED FOR THE ARMY DRAFT IN 1966 AND WAS GOING THROUGH BOOT CAMP, I TOLD PEOPLE THIS WAS NOT SO BAD AND WAS EASIER THAN MY DAD WAS RAIDING ME! LOL! AND I REALLY APPRECIATED MY DAD’S STERN TREATMENT WHEN I WENT OFF TO THE EXTREMELY TOUGH 6 MONTH OCS TRAINING! AND IN THOSE DAYS THEY BEAT YOU AND THEY SEQUESTERED YOU FOR 6 MONTHS STRAIGHT! NOW TO BE PC, THEY EVEN ALLOW SEAL TEAM TRAINEES TO GO HOME FOR THE WEEKENDS! WTF!)

Though my success is unparalleled in business success coaching measured by equity created, I am NOT satisfied and is evidenced by the changes in the January 2014 Castle Seminar: 20% new QLA material; QLA Hall of Fame; QLA Influencers; new expanded weekly reports from mentees; new QLA best of best practices; the expanded FREE YEAR LONG QLA MENTOR PROGRAM; and much more! Funny but some of my current mentees ask why I continue to share my massive experience? They say – Dan, none of us will ever change your life! But you can change our lives! So what can possibly motivate you? All good questions, but easily answered on my part! Because I sincerely enjoy pulling/pushing/beating (some say I love the beating most, LOL), as many across the goal line that would not normally make it, without QLA and my extra shove! And I do have some incredible war stories to write in newsletters, or perhaps another book! But I share more of them at the Castle – which prompted the new QLA Hall of Fame! I just get off, seeing you kids (and at almost 69 you are all kids to me – LOL) fulfill your dreams, like I did! Though I almost always have to assist you in expanding your dreams to a much higher level! And why is this necessary? Because of those 5 people you spent your life around, till you met me! (Yes, they helped your low self-esteem stay a self-fulfilling prophecy!) By definition you have had low expectations, probably because of whom you have been exposed to almost ALL your life! Hell, even some of my star mentees still have not high enough expectations without prompting by me, because of all the smoke being blown up their asses by whom they have now surrounded themselves with! WTF! Hence, they still come to me after years of being on their own for my sage advice!

Now there is a possible way around this conundrum of whom you are exposed to and it was figured out countless centuries ago! Simply put - you send your kids to the best schools humanly possible, as early as you can, because there is a much higher probability that kids that go to those high profile schools will have been exposed to better inspired people! Of course this is not a sure bet, as evidenced by the many that go to the highest quality schools and still seem to find poor self-esteem low life’s to “hang with” and still accomplish, nowhere near their full potential! Or after their illustrious high profile education, they go back to their old comfort zones, where their little emotional bank accounts can be pumped up – where they are looked upon as something special! But even with these possible downsides, this is a better way than most of us experienced and it can work! In this regard – why do even working stiff blue collar parents try to get their kids in better schools, etc? They even move to be in a better school district, etc! Some even move to different cities or even states, where better education is offered! Hence, this is not new information!
EXAMPLES OF THE GOOD END OF THE CONTINUUM

Here is an Australian 23 year old kid who attended the Sept 2013 Castle Seminar and followed fucking instructions:

"After attending the castle seminar, I took direct action upon returning to Australia and set up meetings with each of the major financial institutions in Australia.

I took the 'QLA' philosophy to this very specific application - approaching the bankers in a very QLA-style manner.

I was very careful to answer questions, talk, and discuss the opportunity as if I were Mr. Dan Pena himself.

The first six or seven meetings were a complete waste of time and didn't lead anywhere. But in true QLA fashion, I figured it was only a matter of time until we found a banker who was suitable.

After about eight meetings, we received a direct introduction within the bank from one banker to the other. A few meetings, a bunch of paperwork and a couple months later, we received the official contracts in the mail offering us $100,000 AUD at a very attractive interest rate from one of Australia's major financial institutions.

Many people including some very successful individuals in Australia would say that it's impossible to get any money out of the banks without offering up property and motor vehicles as security. I personally own neither. Without QLA, I highly doubt I would have even thought of approaching it in this manner (because frankly I previously considered that it probably wouldn't work and plenty of people would have agreed with me) - let alone know what to specifically say and knowing exactly how to approach it.

J

Now the great thing about kids, is they don’t know the Wall of China can’t be built! LOL! Hence, he merely went and did it! WTF! Of course this is not really unusual using QLA, but for most of you reading this QLA eBook, have never experienced this kind of success in raising money, at any level! And he is only 23! WTF! And he is old compared to my new castle mentee at 18 who is still in high school! WTF! Obviously somebody did something very correct in raising this 18 year old young man!

Here is another example of QLA from a 48 year old guy from the UK who only bought QLA product, but now wants to come to the April Seminar:

- A business friend recommended I read and listen to Dan’s teaching. At the time in 2003 I was Group MD of a marketing services business and I wanted to grow through acquisition. I loved Dan’s style and content, bought all the CDs and read avidly “Your First 100 Million”. I practiced the talk with bankers, I used all the techniques and after recovering from a spine fracture in 2004, starting doing deals in 2005.
- I’m 48, married with one 9 year old daughter, living in ……..
- I have completed 5 deals worth £6.7m in revenue, all for no money down. However, I have been much less successful at post acquisition strategy so I want to learn more first-hand from Dan about how firstly, I can accelerate my deal process (this latest deal is the biggest yet at £6.3m revenue in one go) and, secondly, I can stop the post acquisition mistakes (or at least some of them!). And most of all, surround myself with people who have the right mental attitude that can rub off on me (you are who you spend your time with).
- Precisely because I still believe in Dan’s teachings is why I’m persevering through some tough set-backs and seeing some success coming back, so I want to immerse myself and get my mental and practical tactics and processes as close to spot on as possible. It will be a great environment I’m sure.
So when the deal closes, he will have purchased in total 13 million pounds revenue for no cash out of pocket! WTF! Of course my question to him – why only 13 million? And my question to you, especially long term QLA Devotees, how much no cash out of pocket revenue have you acquired?

As I tell all that will listen, QLA fucking works, but if you can’t run what you buy UR FUCKED! (And how would a PC guru coach say this simple fact? LOL! Of course he would not, because he would probably not know how to run a 2 man push cart! LOL!) But that is why you must have a Dream Team and use all the other QLA tools! (Or as the management consultants say – use your tool box! WTF! LOL!) And he should of come to the castle many years earlier, but better late than never! But what many do that only succeed short term, is use QLA to raise finance (which is pretty easy if you follow QLA principles) and buy companies for no out of pocket money! And this depending on the management ability of the individual may, or may not work intermediate and long term!

Again, these kind of emails are not unusual! Coincidentally, I received them in the last few days and are very representative of emails I receive and are consistent with the many testimonials I have received for the past 20 years! But what is amazing is the QLA results are getting dramatically better! And this came to light as my staff sifted through the many QLA Devotees and Mentees from over 20 years and we are still looking! And as I wrote in a recent newsletter the results are overwhelmingly astonishing, since I initiated the Year Long Mentor Program and the Pena Payment Plan (PPP)! Together they have allowed many since mid–2010 to attend the Castle Seminar that might not of been able to without waiting, perhaps years! Some might say, the kids that needed the PPP are more willing to make the requisite sacrifices!

OTHER EXAMPLES

While in Australia, I met with 2 very young devotees (early 20’s)) who had been following QLA methodology for a few years! Hard to believe at their age, but true! They had grown their internet business 2 mid seven figures with 140 employees. WTF! Pretty incredible by anyone’s standards! But as with the Brit above, they now felt they needed more direct QLA and have decided to attend the April Castle Seminar! Many of you would be satisfied with the success they already have achieved, but they felt they have only scratched the surface of being a high performer! Funny, but virtually all these kids friends, associates, et al, told them how successful they were! And I told them - they would not know a high performance person if they bit them in the ass! LOL! They agreed and said we really don’t have any role models and we have done it on our own, with your QLA materials!

When these kids told me they slept in their office and everybody thought they were nuts – I just laughed! Of course I used to do the same, along with other luminaries like Gates, Jobs and Ted Turner! In fact Turner, recently said on his 75th birthday special on CNN, he slept the first 10 years of CNN on his office coach! Turner went on to say - you can accomplish so much more in a 24 hour day! WTF! This all should sound familiar! But what about you? How do you measure up?

During this same trip a young high performance QLA Mentee told me of a speech he attended where Donald Trump was the main speaker! During this Trump talk, he told the audience of about 3000, much to their surprise – most of you have little chance of being successful! The crowd became still and the energy was sucked out of the room! Apparently he went on to tell them why! Of course what he said probably didn’t resonate, because most have been taught that success is very doable! LOL! Such things as sacrifice, commitment, focus, devotion and massive amounts of hard fucking work, which are directly connected with success, are not popular topics of discussion for any success seminar!

During the same time frame, I received this information (only partially shown) in these 2 weekly reports below:

Report 1:

1) A. Weekly accomplishments:
Bill’s business partner called me on Thursday. Talked to him for 15 minutes. It was a good conversation. He told me to send him my resume and other info, which I did on Friday. (DP - BILL IS A BILLIONAIRE HEDGE FUND GUY HE HAS BEEN TRYING 2 CONTACT WITH MY HELP!)

(His business partner didn’t know I had contacted Bill earlier. He called me because I’ve called their office so much - he wanted to know what I had to say - I’ve called their office at least 50x by now.)

- Went to Toastmasters and Improv. I've been doing a lot of public speaking lately. (DP - TO GET BETTER COMMUNICATION SKILLS!)

B. Next week:

- Follow up with Bill's firm. I have his business partner's direct number so I will call him this week.

C. Problems/Challenges:

Hitting rock bottom was necessary for me to put myself on high gear. It helps put things in perspective. It helps in realizing what's important and what should be discarded.

Now that I've been able to get one guy's attention, I know I can repeat the process. I just have to work at it like a dog.

I feel that I could've done what I'm doing now (i.e. pushing myself to this level) a long long time ago - the only problem was unlearning a lot of BS that's in my mind because of listening to parents, peers, culture and society. (DP – this sound familiar!)

Here is another insightful comment from a mentees weekly report:

Report 2:

Problems

In hindsight, my attitude and approach were the problem. I am learning to cut out the nonsense and negotiate from a position of strength. I think I was playing the victim: it's hard for me to believe even as I write it.

As you can read, there is a fact pattern throughout these excerpts from QLA Mentee/Devotees:

1. QLA works
2. QLA works at various levels of the human experience
3. QLA is not easy, but it does make it easier
4. QLA is NOT FOR EVERYONE, but it is the only legal way to generate massive wealth in a much shorter time frame than through other means, or hitting the lottery

JANUARY CASTLE SEMINAR

The recent early January QLA Castle Seminar was a major success! The You Tubes were exceptionally effective and will be continued in the next QLA CASTLE EXTRAVAGANZA, 12 – 18 April. (Someone just whined, he could not make it, telling me the Castle Seminar ended on Friday of Easter Weekend! WTF! Are you kidding me! I didn’t even know it was Easter! But if that is how you think, my experience is you are lessening your chances of being a high performance person greatly!) We just had the first monthly video con call for the January seminar. Of course, I always think these video calls are great, because it allows the fellow mentees to bounce off ideas.
And they get feedback from others and I can see how they look when they tell the group their individual progress! Results of this call: all are making progress, albeit some slower than others! And their progress has nothing to do with their education! And to refresh your memories the January Castle Seminar had attendees from 18 to 52 in age: a non-practicing medical doctor; a high school senior (who paid for himself); 3 MBA’s; a physicist; a former world class skier; a movie actress; a symphony musician turned law student; and a former 7/11 gas pumper! And you probably could not guess who are the most successful to date! So I will tell you – 3rd the skier, 2nd physicist and 1st the 7/11 gas pumper, are the 3 most successful QLA, who coincidentally have been to the Castle Seminar 4, 5 and 10 times respectively! WTF! And the physicist and 7/11 gas pumper will be back in April! WTF! Plus in April, we will have a very special attendee, who is world renowned in her field and at the top of her game! WTF! Why would someone at the top of her game attend? Again, if you have to think about it, please unsubscribe!

What are you waiting for – remember we are all running out of runway and I make no promises how long I will continue The QLA Castle Experience, as much as I enjoy the experience of giving all you a QLA beating! LOL! I often think, Heaven to me would me saying each morning – listen you maggots - the only easy day was fucking yesterday – and screaming QLA jargon, Penaisms, laced with obscenities for eternity! LOL! WTF! Man that sounds good to me! Of course the beatings are only metaphorical! LOL!

GOALS COMPLETED EARLY

As I recently tweeted, I have changed my goals due to me accomplishing many of them in just 9 weeks of this new year! WTF! And based on this achievement, I also have made a couple major decisions in my life that I will write about in the near future! No I am not stopping QLA coaching in 2014! I am not ill! (In fact after my recent Bungy Jump in New Zealand, I feel 30 years younger! LOL! I know it sounds crazy, but talking about having no fear and actually acting like it, at almost 69, are 2 very very distinct and different things! And again, as I did in 1984, I feel I have no limits to my abilities!) But I am making a couple major changes in my life, sooner than later and have already put the wheels in action! And I did this without a spreadsheet analysis! LOL!

As I have written, it is very easy to get caught up in your own comfort zone, especially if you have achieved a lot success, especially if you listen to all the BS about how well you are doing, etc, from non-high performance sycophants! And with the $50 Billion announcement above, it is time for me to take on additional responsibilities and look towards future horizons! At almost 69, it is time to expand my vistas! This may be difficult for you to understand, but high performance people (at least this guy) are always looking to do more! And my newly formed goals are in line with these expanded horizons! And I sincerely hope my QLA Super Stars follow suit! More about this in due course!

AND ALWAYS REMEMBER HIGH PERFORMANCE PEOPLE ARE JUDGED BY THEIR DREAMS AND NOT THEIR MEMORIES!
AND ELON MUSK IS AS GREAT AN EXAMPLE OF THIS CONCEPT, AS EXISTS ON THE PLANET! HE NEVER STOPS DREAMING AND HENCE, NEVER STOPS ACCOMPLISHING! GOOGLE HIM!

QLA TIP: IF YOU BELIEVE IN YOURSELF YOU KNOW YOU CAN DO IT AGAIN! AND YOU ARE ABLE TO ASSUME THE REQUISITE RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH ANOTHER QUANTUM LEAP!

$50 BILLION CREATED

WELL AFTER A MORE IN DEPTH LOOK AT MY RESULTS AND WITH A NUMBER OF MENTEES/DEVOTEES COMING OUT OF THE CLOSET VIES A VIES HOW SUCCESSFUL THEY HAD BEEN WITH QLA AND DAN PENA, WE NOW HAVE ACHIEVED THE GOAL, I MENTIONED LAST YEAR! The irony is it is still a search in progress because not everybody wants fame – only fortune! LOL! For example, during this Jan seminar I got an email and a tweet that announced that 2 different individuals had created $50
million and $200 million respectively! WTF! And that was only in a single week! I am as pleased as an almost 69 year old guy can be! Strangely these 2 examples took 8 years and 4 years respectively! Pretty damn good! And the $200 million took ½ as long as the $50 million! The results have been astonishing and I am positive they will only get better!

To illustrate past and future QLA success at the past seminar, I initiated a Hall of Fame at Guthrie to show off the QLA Mentees/Devotees. To date there is no minimum to make the Hall of Fame, but they vary from 8 figures all the way up to 11 figures! WTF!!!! Funny, but with my measly $450 million, I don't even make the top 10! LOL! WTF! But for those of you that have been around since the mid 90's, I always wanted to create wealth for as many people as I could! And also change the way high performance business coaching was perceived! Well, I have certainly accomplished that goal! And to do that, I knew I must be only a small fraction of the value I helped to create! Well not being too braggadocios – I HAVE SUCCEEDED BIG FUCKING TIME – IF I DO SAY SO MY SELF! Though I don't expect CNN, Fortune, BBC, or the NY Times to be doing a major story on me anytime soon! Funny but in years gone by, I have been featured in the LA Times (front page Pulitzer Prise winning article), Investor's Business Daily (front page), the Financial Times (front page), Sports Illustrated, Robb Report, Hispanic Magazine, amongst many others! And I have been featured on UK TV, European TV, USA TV and Asian TV. But then I was considered young, crazy, lucky and now I am thought of as an old eccentric curmudgeon, who lives in a 15th century castle estate with his own golf course!

**NO COMPARISON IN PD/SUCCESS INDUSTRY**

I don't need to tell you, NOONE coaching today has anywhere near these kinds of results based on equity/value created - $50 Billion! And I am reminded of an incident that happened in 1997 at the Harvard Club in NYC! I had been there to address a large group of CEO’s in 1993 and again was asked to return in 1997, almost exactly 4 years later. Many of the same people who heard me talk in 93 were there in 97! (BTW: Both 93 and 97 talks are on my torrent and have been deemed as good as Dan ever spoke!) In fact most were actually sitting in the same seats! WTF! I started my talk (and some called it a beating) by saying I had created $100 million in value through my QLA coaching since I last saw you (bums) and what have you accomplished? Of course this went over like a turd in a punch bowl and a hush came over the audience, similar I am sure to what Donal Trump did above in Australia! Since that day, I never mentioned how much money I created through my mentees and QLA, till now! Not because I was afraid of hurting their sensitivities (LOL!), but because I had to get them to the QLA program, if I had any chance to help them achieve their dreams! Hence, I never pointed out to them how sorry their efforts had been in quantitative terms again! Of course the first 4 years I coached I was only just getting started and since, I have attained considerable momentum and the $100 million has been dwarfed by 10’s of billions of dollars! Pretty fucking good, considering almost all thought I was pissing in the wind trying to teach you guys, especially since I was going to tell you how hard it was to create wealth! Well as I have said – conventional wisdom is almost always wrong!

**APRIL CASTLE SEMINAR**

The recent early January QLA Castle Seminar was a major success! The You Tubes were exceptionally effective and will be continued in the next **QLA CASTLE EXTRAVAGANZA, 12 – 18 April.** The April Seminar is almost full and it is still on a first pay, first accepted basis! Just like life – money talks and BS walks! For information about availability of the spaces still available, contact Thelma at, thelmag@guthriecastle.com And no I don’t have another scheduled this year! But I do have at least 3 and probably 4 more major trips planned for Sally and myself for 2014! LOL!

Again thanks for all the 20 years of QLA loyal support and may ALL your grandest wishes and dreams come true, as soon as humanly possible!

To Your Quantum Leap,
Dan

QLA'S $50 Billion Man™
P.S. Thought: If Dan Pena, who came from working class parents and didn’t go to a high profile university can effect massive change in so many lives – WHAT IS REALLY POSSIBLE – if you want to be a REAL change agent for yourself and your family? I have always believed since I was a newly commissioned Army Officer in 1967, I must lead from the front! Hence, in the weeks, months and years to come, I will illustrate this notion with little doubt! This old dog still has a few more grand slams (centuries) in him! In fact, I am looking forward to bringing (beating LOL!) as many as I can, along for the QLA ride, if you are up to the challenge! More to follow, in due course!

P.P.S. When you are contemplating buying some PD or Success materials, or even reading some BS blog, vies a vies creating equity/value, do yourself a favour and compare the results of the person(s) writing and or, telling the information to below, before you waste your money and time!

DAN PENA BRAND:

$50+ Billion in Wealth Created by Mentees/Devotees, since 1993
Barrio to the 15th Century Storybook Fairy-tale Castle, since 1984
$50,000,000 (now about $100 million) revenue 1st yr in business-1982 pre internet
$820 to $450,000,000(now about $1 Billion) an astounding 55% million gain, in 8yrs in collapsing market pre internet
$60K to $65,000,000 (now about $100 million) in 3 ½ months pre internet
GWRI IPO on LSE up to 20% when PM Margaret Thatcher’s Jaguar privatization down same day
1st to take an option to purchase something (not owning it) public on major stock exchange
Super High Performance in 6 decades
700 Deals all over world
$25 Billion in Individual Deals not part of $50 Billion created
20 Years Extraordinary Coaching/Mentoring
Mentored Mid Manager to CEO of Global 25 CO in 7 yrs
Only Week Long Castle Experience (at his home)
AC Cobra, Bentley, Aston Martin, Chauffeured Limos
Only Year Long Free Mentor Program
QLA: Dream Team, Success Fees and Step by Step No Money Start Ups
Mentored Mikey the Pizza Boy to Movie Maker in 6 Years
1000’s of Businesses Started and CEO’s Created
Mentored: CEO’s, Clergy, Doctors, Olympians, World Champs, PhD’s, Idiots, Spiritualists
Your 1st Hundred Million: QLA Only Step by Step Method - Zero to Wealth
Financial Business Magician/Wizard
After 40 years still feels responsible when emails/calls aren’t returned to others very promptly, no matter what
Still can’t accept failure as an option after 40 years
Multiple QLA Product Awards based on real deals done, not theory
Multiple Success Coaching Awards, Including Robb Report Coach of Year
Deals with Multiple Foreign Governments, Including Bank of England & Vatican
Over 75,000 Business Decisions
Never ever forgets a detail no matter how small
Only person to be sued by an organized crime family
Run over by charging Australian water buffalo
Bungy Jumped at almost 69 years of age

P.P.P.S. Again we will have a very special attendee, who is world renowned in her field and at the top of her game! WTF! Why would someone at the top of her game attend? And I sincerely hope I don’t have to explain! Or it is not too late to UNSUBSCRIBE!
P.P.P.P.S. And if we didn’t already have an extraordinary list of attendees, a QLA Hall of Famer from South America will now join us at Guthrie in April! And he is 1 of the only 3 QLA mentees Sally and I ever allowed to move in with us to learn, even faster! Hence, we will have some really powerful QLA Mentees, who have created a few hundred million dollars!

P.P.P.P.P.S. To illustrate how a truly high (non-public) performance organization functions, here is a short resignation email from this week! He went through a thorough interview and testing process, including a very hard IQ test. He was 1 of the highest IQ test results in recent years! He worked till about 11pm last night, after my first senior meeting with him and others. The meeting ended about 8 pm. I grilled him no tougher than anyone else, but it was obvious, he was not used to being asked hard questions! I asked him why he would give a presentation to the Chairman in platitudes, etc, and so little detail? He had been senior a long time and apparently was not used to direct accountability!

Hi L,

I would like to inform you that I am withdrawing my employment from the company.

I know that I have the competencies to excel in the job, but I also know that I wouldn't fit into the company culture.

It was nice working with you all for the past two days.

Thank you,

C


P.P.P.P.P.S. Best advice I ever received, or gave? JUST FUCKING DO IT!

P.P.P.P.P.P.S. I AM ADDING THIS POST SCRIP AT THE VERY END OF THIS VERY LONG EBOOK, BECAUSE I KNOW SOME OF YOU MARKETING GENIUSES HAVE BEEN TAUGHT THIS IS WHERE YOU SHOULD PUT THE MOST VALIABLE INFORMATION, ETC! THIS IS NOT THE MOST IMPORTANT, BUT I WANT THE INFORMATION MORE FULLY NOTED!

SELL INTEGRITY SHORT

ALMOST ALL THE MOJOR AND EVEN MANY OF THE MINOR PLAYERS IN THE PD/SUCCESS INDUSTRY HAVE HAD PIECES WRITTEN ABOUT THEM SETTLING LAW SUITS FOR FRAUD, AND PLAGIARISM! EVEN A FEW HAVE GONE TO JAIL IN SOME INSTANCES IN THEIR VARIOUS CAREERS! A FEW HAVE BEEN DETHRONED BECAUSE OF THE DEGREES THEY DIDN'T
HAVE AND, OR THE SCHOOLS THEY DIDN'T GO TO, OR THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS THEY DIDN'T DO! IT WOULD TAKE ME TOO LONG TO LIST ALL THE TRANSGRESSIONS HERE AND THEY ARE NOT GERMANE TO ME.

BUT I DECIDED TO BEAT A FEW PUNDITS TO THE PUNCH AND WRITE ABOUT MY OWN ALLEGED DISGRESSION! AS THE PR GUYS SAY, SO I CAN GET OUT IN FRONT OF THE NEWS! LOL! THIS IS NOT NEW NEWS, BECAUSE THE THING THAT I AND A COLLEAGUE WERE ACCUSED OF WAS IN 2006 AND WE WERE EXONERATED BY THE AUTHORITIES, AS THE LINK BELOW SHOWS IN 2009!

VIRTUALLY ALL THAT IS WRITTEN ABOUT ME ON THE INTERNET IS OVERWHELMINGLY POSITIVE! THERE ARE A FEW NOT SO COMPLIMENTARY STORIES, BLOGS, ETC, MOSTLY REFERRING TO MY BAD LANGUAGE, EGO AND THE COST OF MY BOOK, TOUGH ASS SEMINARS AND LAVISH LIFE STYLE! BUT THE MAIN ‘BAD’ THING I WAS SUPPOSED TO HAVE DONE, HAD TO DO WITH AN EPISODE IN INDIA WHERE I WAS, ALONG WITH 2 OTHERS WERE FALSELY ACCUSED OF CREDIT CARD FRAUD AND PORN! (AND THIS IS SO HILARIOUS, IF IT WAS NOT A REAL TRAGEDY, I WOULD LAUGH TILL I PEED MY PANTS!)

IT ALL STEMMED FROM ME REFUSING TO PAY A BRIBE OF ABOUT $250,000 TO A INDIAN CROOK. AND SUBSEQUENT TO ME NOT PAYING THE EXTORTION, THE POLICE CLOSED OUR BUSINESS DOWN IN BANGALORE INDIA! AND TO HONOR OUR OBLIGATIONS TO OUR EMPLOYEES AND CREDITORS, WE REOPENED UNDER A NEW COMPANY, ETC! A LONG INVESTIGATION ENSUED! AT THE END, AFTER GREAT COST FOR LAWYERS, ETC, ALL MY INTERESTS WERE COMPLETELY CLEARED AND EXONERATED WITHOUT PAYING A PENNY IN BRIBES! NOTWITHSTANDING THE FACTS, A FEW PEOPLE OVER THE YEARS (MOSTLY DISGRUNTLED FORMER EMPLOYEES) CONTINUE TO DRAG THIS UP. AND I ATTACH THE WIKIPEDIA COMMENT ON THE SUBJECT AND THE TIMES OF INDIA LINK, ONLY TO SHOW WHAT REALLY HAPPENED. THOUGH WIKI IS NOT THE SUPREME COURT, OR THE LAST WORD, THIS IS 1 TIME THEY GOT IT RIGHT, REFEREENCE THIS FALSE CRIMINAL ACCUSATION! I ONLY ADD THIS TO THE END OF A VERY LONG EBOOK, BECAUSE I WANT ALL TO KNOW WHAT HAPPENED AND HOPFULLY THE PUNDITS AND MY DETRACTORS WILL NOT USE THIS PROVEN FALSE NDAIN INCIDENT, AS AN EXCUSE TO OVER LOOK THE QLA MENTEES AND DEVOTEES EXTRAORDINARY ACCOMPLISHMENTS!

PART AND PARCEL OF THIS TRAGEDY OF JUSTICE, IS AN ON GOING LIABLE SUIT AGAINST THE TIMES OF INDIA, WHO WAS THE MAIN REPORTING ENTITY WITH NO SUBSTANTIATED PROOF!
In 2009, an alleged fraud was charged against one of his companies in India, but the case was dropped and his company was cleared from all charges. Cyber crime police asked the court to treat it as mistake of facts.

2. Firm chairman, director cleared of charges - Bangalore ... - Dan Pena

Aug 9, 2009 - OPINION. BLOGS. CLASSIFIEDS q. PHOTOS. VIDEOS. City. India. World ... chairman Daniel S Pena and director William Smith in a case.